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Your All-in-One Guide to Oregon’s Best Outings!If you’ve ever asked, “What should we do

today?” then you’ve never seen Oregon Day Trips by Theme. This comprehensive guide to the

Beaver State is jam-packed with more than 150 of Oregon’s top spots for fun and

entertainment. Take a simple day trip, or string together a longer vacation of activities that

catch your interest. Destinations in the book are organized by themes, such as Festivals,

Orchards & Vineyards, Outdoor Adventures, and Sports, so you can decide what to do and

then figure out where to do it. Useful for singles, couples, and families—visitors and residents

alike—this guide by debut author Stacy McCullough encompasses a wide range of

interests.Discover the state’s unique attractions—beaches, caves, lighthouses, museums, and

more. The book’s handy size makes it perfect for bringing along on your road trips. Plus, with

tips for other things to do in the area, you’re sure to maximize the fun on every outing. With

Oregon Day Trips by Theme at your fingertips, you’ll always have something to do!



Safety Notice Oregon is home to a host of potentially dangerous animals including

rattlesnakes, bears, and mountain lions, as well as natural hazards, such as extreme

temperatures, avalanches, mudslides, bluffs, and drop-offs (not to mention the possibility of

volcanic activity, earthquakes, and tsunamis). Always heed posted safety warnings, take

commonsense safety precautions, and remain aware of your surroundings. Remember: You’re

responsible for your own safety.For the latest information about destinations in this book that

have been affected by the coronavirus, please check the phone numbers and websites in the

trip profiles. For news and updates about the coronavirus in Oregon, see .Editors: Brett Ortler
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Please note that travel information changes under the impact of many factors that influence the

travel industry. We therefore suggest that you call ahead for confirmation when making your

travel plans. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information throughout this

book, and the contents of this publication are believed to be correct at the time of printing.

Nevertheless, the publishers cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions, for changes

in details given in this guide, or for the consequences of any reliance on the information

provided by the same. Assessments of attractions and so forth are based upon the author’s

own experiences; therefore, descriptions given in this guide necessarily contain an element of

subjective opinion, which may not reflect the publisher’s opinion or dictate a reader’s own

experience on another occasion.
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A Word About AdmissionSome of the destinations and activities in this book cost nothing to

experience, while others charge admission. Check the phone numbers and websites in the trip

listings for the latest information.For information about parking and day-use fees at Oregon

State Parks, go to ; under “Visit,” choose “Day-Use Parking Fees.” The webpage also contains

links to information about special passes that can be used at fee-charging national parks,

forests, and recreation areas in Oregon.

Portland, Oregon, and Mt. Hood in the background

A barn owl at Sunriver Nature CenterFROM ITS FASCINATING and sometimes explosive

geology to its often-pristine habitats and ecosystems, Oregon is a great place to explore the

wonders of the natural world. There are hands-on opportunities for all ages to learn about

geology, astronomy, and more throughout the state.SCIENCE EXPLORATION1 Eugene

Science Center, EugeneLocated in a 400-acre park, this science center boasts a top-of-the-

line planetarium, dozens of interactive exhibits, and a toddler-friendly section.2 Hatfield Marine

Science Visitor Center, NewportThis center focuses on marine science and boasts touch tanks;

an octopus with its own webcam; and hands-on exhibits about tsunamis, erosion, and

sustainability.3 Lava Lands Visitor Center, BendThis desolate but fascinating landscape is so

odd it was once used to train NASA astronauts for moon landings. Visit to hike, chat with park

rangers, and learn about local geology and earth science.4 Oregon Museum of Science and

Industry, PortlandHead here for the hundreds of hands-on exhibits for all ages.5

ScienceWorks, AshlandScienceWorks boasts a huge play space for kids 5 and under; live

science demonstrations; and a host of exhibits about physics, anatomy, and more.6 Sunriver

Nature Center & Observatory, SunriverWith a botanical garden, rehabilitated birds of prey, and

an observatory with a large telescope, here you can immerse yourself in science and the

natural world.1 Eugene Science Center2300 Leo Harris Parkway, Eugene 97401; (541)

682-7888Anyone young at heart will enjoy learning with this center’s multitude of hands-on

activities. From the Discovery Room and its fossils, bones, and rocks and minerals, to the high-

tech planetarium, this center strives to inspire children and adults to love science. Start by

catching a show at the planetarium, and then head into the main hall and its interactive

exhibits. The exhibits on display vary, but they usually highlight astronomy, engineering, and

optics. If you’re visiting with young children, check out the Tot Spot for activities perfect for the

younger set. Whether you are gazing at fossils and meteorites, or peering at the stars in the

planetarium, the Eugene Science Center is a family-friendly escape any time of year.2 Hatfield

Marine Science Visitor Center2030 SE Marine Science Drive, Newport 97365; (541)

867-0100When you enter this center focused on marine science, you’ll be greeted by two

octopuses: the first is part of a large mural on the exterior windows; the other is a real eight-



tentacled wonder you can observe in her tank or online via the site’s OctoCam. In addition, the

site offers touch tanks with starfish, fish, and even anemones. There’s also a tsunami wave

tank where visitors can build a LEGO house to see if it survives a simulated tsunami, a hands-

on tank about erosion, and an augmented-reality sandbox. If you time your visit right (check the

website). you can even watch the octopus eat her lunch. Once you’re done, the center is

located quite close to hiking trails, as well as some wonderful scenic views of Yaquina Bay (see

page 48).3 Lava Lands Visitor Center58201 S. US 97, Bend 97707; (541) 593-2421Open from

May through the first week of October (check the website for specific dates and times), Lava

Lands gets its name from the stark, black, barren rock—long-cooled lava—that erupted from

Lava Butte around 7,000 years ago. The site includes a number of nearby hiking paths through

the eerie, surreal landscape, and the visitor center features films, ranger-led talks, and more. In

the summer, the visitor center also offers an affordable shuttle (check for schedule) that’ll take

you to the summit of Lava Butte and its panoramic views. If you think the site looks like the

surface of the moon, you’re not alone: NASA astronauts trained in the area in preparation for

the Apollo moon landings.4 Oregon Museum of Science and Industry1945 SE Water Ave.,

Portland 97214; (503) 797-4000With five exhibit halls, 200 interactive exhibits, a planetarium,

and a restored submarine (the USS Blueback) moored on-site in the Willamette River, the

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry has enough to hold your interest for days. The

museum also hosts traveling exhibits and is home to six themed labs that all ages will enjoy.

When you get hungry, stop in for a snack at the cafe or a meal at the Theory Restaurant or the

Empirical Cafe. However you venture through this museum, stop by the Science Store on your

way out for some take-home fun.5 ScienceWorks1500 E. Main St., Ashland 97520; (541)

482-6767Known as the hands-on museum, ScienceWorks boasts a medley of interactive

exhibits to help kids and families explore the wonders of science. With live science

demonstrations and long-standing favorites such as DaVinci’s Garage, and Discovery Island, a

large space dedicated to children 5 and younger, there are options to educate and entertain

those of any age. The museum’s showcase exhibits change over time (recent ones have

focused on the physics of flight, and the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing), so there is

always a fresh reason to plan a visit.6 Sunriver Nature Center & Observatory57245 River

Road, Sunriver 97707; (541) 593-4394Perfect for a visit day or night, this wonderful site is

located alongside Lake Aspen and preserves 8 acres of land with trails for hiking, biking, and

wildlife-watching. At night, it’s a stargazing destination. Home to clear, dark skies and an

observatory that has more than a dozen telescopes, which are often pre-focused on specific

targets in the night sky, making it an easy way to introduce kids and beginners to the wonders

of the heavens. The observatory’s astronomers also lead guided star talks and constellation

tours, helping you put a name to the star patterns whirling overhead.
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